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 In the beginning, the jumpsuit was workwear for those who sailed through the sky: pilots, 
parachuters, skydivers and airmen. There was the TuTa, conceived by Italian artist Thayat 
in an attempt to pave the path for the most basic, anti-bourgeois outfit that was as easy to 

make as it was to wear. The Varst emerged not long after, brainchild of Alexander 
Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanov, a de-facto uniform for the proletariat. Consider the 
jumper: faded dicky blue, drab uniform grey, orderly pink, sparkling daredevil spandex, 

body sock plush. The cover-all offers, alternately, a joyful abdication of the daily chore of 
dressing, an oppressive occupational necessity, or the sublime articulation of personal 
style, codified in a homogeneous unit. The one-piece disguises or announces the body, 

awards authority or strips it away, physically protects us or rejects us. It enlarges or 
reduces our humanity.

    “Jumper” asks each artist to produce one garment that covers the entire body, to be 
displayed hanging on the wall.



Islandqueensatansflower  

Sky Camouflage for Disappearing 
Cotton with patches and a zipper



Self- Portrait Jumpsuit for 2021
Aka
I know I’m american because when 
I walk into a room something dies

Thinking about utilitarian wares and 
fashion and femininity.
Thinking about bloc and its various 
intricate forms that no one knows 
about.
\\dressing and undressing, who 
that’s for and when that’s 
conscious.

Color as mood, like aura; engaging 
with the earth and with the body. 
Camouflage. 
 
Denim, nylon and canvas with 
patches and a zipper



James Goldstone

Swan Suit
Mixed Media







Jocelyn Khosla

Cherry Farmland
Marker on cotton fabric





Gabe Gordon

Romance Jumpsuit
Rayon, Ribbon, Wool







Darren Romanelli & Mürmaid

I JUMPED OVER THE MOON

Vintage fleece





Beachfront Office

Cat’s out of the bag





She Diamond

IHateMondays Suit
Cotton, yellow latex dishwashing gloves





Annabell P. Lee 

Scrap Overall
Cotton denim, thread, zipper, metal snaps





Elena Yu

Fly Fishing Waders
Mass produced and hand tied fishing flies, pebble beads, glass 
beads and neoprene fly fishing waders







Ella Fleck

True love roleplay
Jersey, wadding, shoelaces, dye, fabricated and sewn with Ilana 
Blumberg





Jeffrey Kriksciun

Hot Pocket Utilitarian
Dyed & painted linen





Shay Myerson & Augusta Kokas

Earthly Courts / Smoke & Mirrors

Cotton, satin, suede, denim, mylar, mirror, swarovski crystal, 
coffee+ bergamot tea dye, chain, resin, bell, clear-the-air spell





Misa Chhan

Sunshine Daydream
Natural Marigold dye, silk





Camilla Carper 

Uniform For a Present Person 
My oldest garment, my newest garment, assorted beads, string






